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Stinson LLP Partner Brad Sandler is recognized on the inaugural Missouri Lawyers Media POWER List
featuring the top immigration law attorneys in the state.

Sandler is one of 31 attorneys to be recognized by the publication. He was selected for his significant
experience helping businesses, universities and health care institutions recruit and retain highly-qualified
professionals and his success guiding researchers, scientists, physicians, teachers, business executives,
engineers, information technology professionals and others through the immigration process.

The POWER List is a series feature from Missouri Lawyers Media that examines practitioners who lead and
influence parts of Missouri's legal community. For the categories, the publication's editorial team
interviews respected attorneys and leaders around the state, reviews outcomes of significant cases and
state records, and consults the archives of Missouri Lawyers Weekly to compile the lists of who they believe
to be the most powerful people in each part of Missouri's legal community.

Sandler represents Fortune 500s, private companies, universities, medical groups and physicians in all
aspects of business immigration. He provides a diverse understanding of the immigration system when
representing businesses, universities and health care institutions in complex legal issues. Sandler also
counsels individuals and businesses on estate tax, income tax and securities laws, as well as general
corporate advice, and represents clients in the commercial real estate industry.

Sign in to Missouri Lawyers Media to view the full list.
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